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Mobile Service Cloud



Customer Contact Software
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Conversational AI Cloud



AI Chatbot & Voicebot Builder
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Mobile Marketing Cloud



Marketing Campaigns & CDP
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Sign



E-Signature Software









	

Connectivity Platform
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SMS



Worldwide Text Messaging
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Business Messaging API



One API, All Channels
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Voice



SIP Trunking & Voice API
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One Time Password



Two-Factor Authentication Solution









	



Conversational Channels
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WhatsApp Business
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RCS Business Messaging
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Instagram Messaging
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Google's Business Messages
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Apple Messages for Business
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Viber for Business
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Customer Service



Build exceptional customer service experiences across channels






	



Marketing & Sales



Personalise and automate marketing and sales communications






	



IT & Operations



Streamline operational processes and improve digital experiences
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Contact
















Deepen relationships with every interaction


Maximise performance and exceed standards through AI-driven conversational software, crafting hyper-personalised experiences.























Discover our platforms
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Find out more
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Find out more














TRUSTED BY BUSINESSES WORLDWIDE
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Join the era of conversational customer experience



Deliver seamless end-to-end customer journeys with a single AI-powered platform.

Engagement Platform











Marketing & Service Applications







Omni-channel by Design







Low Code No Code Deployment




















One connection for all conversations



Choose the right communication channels for your audience, get valuable insights, and watch your business grow.

Connectivity Platform











Customisable & Configurable







Scalable Global Reach







Reliable Trustworthy Performance














RECOGNISED AND ACCREDITED BY
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Leading the way to AI-Driven Conversational Commerce









Founded in 1999

25 years of experience













Global Focus

Local presence in 18 countries













24/7 Support

Global monitoring & support













Listed Company

Listed at Euronext Amsterdam


















Here's what our customers have to say
















Gifty, our chatbot, captures and helps manage 60% of frequently asked questions, allowing live agents to focus on personalised advice. This way, we can swiftly address any inquiry, even during December, our busiest month.




Anne-Louise de Muijnck, Junior Conversation Designer















We have been working together with CM.com for years now and we have never had any issues with regards to SMS or Voice. When did I ever have to call you to say something is wrong? Never! CM.com simply offers the best quality we can find and being the best quality platform is very important for us.




Sander Kole, Director IT















We choose to recruit new Domino’s employees via WhatsApp, because it is the most popular channel for our target group. The integrated chatbot gives a personal feeling and connection to our brand. By a small sample, we learned that applying via WhatsApp is easier and quicker than traditional methods.




Casper Mooyman, Head of Marketing NL
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Elevate your customer experience with AI


Unlock efficiency and personalise every interaction with our AI-driven platforms. Transform your customer journeys into seamless, memorable connections across all channels.

Request more informationDiscover all products








Latest articles
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Mar 27, 2024 • 

Conversational AI



Navigating AI Adoption in South Africa

In this ever evolving landscape, businesses that proactively invest in AI capabilities stand to gain a significant competitive edge in the years to come. By embracing AI as a strategic imperative and overcoming the hurdles to adoption, South African businesses can unlock new opportunities, drive innovation, and position themselves for success in the digital era.
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Mar 11, 2024 • 

Chatbots



6 steps to MSP profitability with AI Chatbots

As the Managed Service Provider (MSP) landscape continues to evolve, staying ahead means embracing innovative solutions that not only enhance efficiency but also elevate customer service to new heights. Enter AI Chatbots from CM.com – a game-changing tool that can revolutionise how MSPs interact with clients. In this blog, we’ll provide you with a comprehensive roadmap consisting of six steps to boost profitability using AI Chatbots from CM.com.
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Mar 01, 2024 • 

SMS



How popular is SMS in 2024 and how does it add value to businesses?

SMS is one of the oldest messaging services, and the rise of instant messaging apps definitely made a dent in SMS traffic. Contrary to the newer apps with their rich features, SMS is quite basic with; plain text messages, no fluff and a character limit of 160. Regardless, SMS is still one of the most impactful communication channels today. Read all about SMS statistics and its continued value for modern business communication.
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Feb 28, 2024 • 

SMS



The benefits of A2P Messaging for business

Amid the thicket of technology TLAs with 2 in them (B2B, P2P, 2FA,...) is one of the simplest A2P messaging, or “Application-to-Person”. You may not be familiar with the acronym, but it’s probably touched your life several times in the last week alone. Let’s see why A2P remains relevant as a messaging technology today.
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Feb 26, 2024 • 

WhatsApp



Rich, flexible, and functional interactions with WhatsApp Flows

The WhatsApp Business Platform is adding another new and exciting feature to its repertoire: WhatsApp Flows. What is it and what can your business do with it? Let's take a look!
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Feb 12, 2024 • 

Instant Messaging



WhatsApp vs Facebook Messenger: Which messaging channel is best for what?

WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger are both established messaging channels for customer engagement, but what are the differences? Lets look at what the advantages are of each channel and which situations call for which channel. Let's dive in.
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Feb 09, 2024 • 

SMS



SMS for e-commerce: Create a successful e-commerce strategy with SMS

Want to grow your business? Then customer contact is key. Now that everybody and everything is connected to each other via these powerful little computers in our hands, the way you communicate with customers is becoming increasingly important for your success. Read all about how you can use SMS to elevate your customer contact, drive sales and create a loyal customer base.
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Feb 05, 2024 • 

WhatsApp



Drive engagement and convert your conversations with WhatsApp Carousel

Are you talking to your customers on WhatsApp? You really should! WhatsApp Business Platform, the business communication platform of one of the most popular messaging channels in the world today, has a wide selection of powerful engagement tools to enhance customer communication and boost sales. And they've added another innovative feature under their belt: WhatsApp Carousel.
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Feb 05, 2024 • 

Marketing



Ads that click to WhatsApp: What are they and what are the benefits?

Successful marketing means creating personal and conversational experiences for your customers. And what better place to meaningfully connect to your customers than on their favourite social media channels such as Facebook, Instagram and WhatsApp? With ads that click to WhatsApp, aka click-to-chat WhatsApp ads, you can offer your customers the direct and personal engagement that they crave.
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Choose Your Region

Select a region to show relevant information. This may change the language.
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Our Suggestion







United States

English













Is your region not there?
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Global


English













Africa
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South Africa

English















Asia
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China

中文













Hong Kong SAR China

中文













India

English













Japan

日本語













Kazakhstan

русский













Singapore

English













United Arab Emirates

English













United Arab Emirates

العربية
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United Kingdom

English















North America
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United States
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South America
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Brazil

Português















Is your region not there?
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Global


English
















Is this region a better fit for you?
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